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The authors would like to add the following note to the 
Appendix. Synopsis of InfoFaunaFVG within the para-
graph “How InfoFaunaFVG data recorded are stored 
and shared’’:
Regional authorities evaluated positively the intention to 
request endorsement from Global Biodiversity Information 
Facility (GBIF) community to make this data widely available.
The authors are pleased to communicate that InfoFauna FVG 
was officially endorsed by GBIF and 22272 were already 
shared within the platform.
Furthermore the term ‘’(none)’’ within the sentence…’’ 
Similar examples of information systems for wildlife moni-
toring on an Italian national level, reported by institutional 
observation centers, have been attempted (none), but with 
limited longevity should be amended’’ inside introduction, 
should be amended with ‘’(authors personal observation)’’.
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The original article has been corrected.
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